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Abstract
Long-term stress can lead to long-term increased cortisol plasma levels, which increases the risk of numerous diseases. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and its
sulfated form dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate (DHEAS), together DHEA(S), have
shown to counteract some of the effects of cortisol and may be protective during
stress. The program “Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction” (MBSR) has shown to
have positive effects on stress. The present study examined a possible effect of MBSR
on DHEAS in plasma compared to a waiting list and a locally developed stress reduction program (LSR) in people with self-reported stress. The study was a three-armed
randomized controlled trial conducted in a municipal health care center in Denmark.
It included 71 participants with self-reported stress randomized to either MBSR
(n = 24) or LSR (n = 23), or a waiting list (n = 24). Blood samples were collected
at baseline and at 12 weeks follow-up to estimate effects of MBSR on DHEAS. The
effect of MBSR on DHEAS was statistically significant compared to both the waiting list and LSR. We found a mean effect of 0.70 µmol/L (95% confidence interval
[CI] = 0.18–1.22) higher DHEAS in the MBSR group compared with the waiting list
group and a mean effect of 0.54 µmol/L (95% CI = 0.04–1.05) higher DHEAS in the
MBSR group compared with the LSR group. Findings indicate an effect on DHEAS
of the MBSR program compared to a waiting list and LSR program in people with
self-reported stress. However, we consider our findings hypothesis-generating and
validation by future studies is essential.
Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
Prolonged stress can alter cortisol levels and entail numerous negative effects in
the body. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and dehydroepiandrosteron-
sulphat
(DHEAS) together DHEA(S), have shown to counteract several of these negative
effects. The program “Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction” (MBSR) has a scientifically documented effect on symptoms of stress. Only few studies have investigated
the role of DHEA(S) as a potential mediator of health improvements associated with
MBSR training or interventions that are similar to MBSR (yoga, meditation, and
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mindfulness). Findings point in different directions, but several studies find an association between the interventions and increased DHEAS levels.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
This study explores the possibility that MBSR training can affect DHEAS levels positively in people with self-reported stress.
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
In the present study, we found a statistically significant effect of the MBSR program
on DHEAS levels, alike to the effects found in several other studies with similar interventions. Thus, we consider it likely that MBSR may affect DHEAS. Limitations to
this study adds to knowledge on how to conduct future trials in the best way.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/
OR THERAPEUTICS?
We believe that this study can help facilitate future studies that address a possible
association between the MBSR program and DHEAS. This can contribute to understanding the health improving effects of MBSR and thereby help promote mental
health. In addition, this study contributes to our understanding of how DHEAS can
possibly be modulated.

I N T RO D U C T ION
Mental health is just as important as physical health and stress
is an increasing health concern worldwide.1,2 Danish national
reports reveal that ~ 25% of Danes experience high levels of
stress, causing a considerable financial burden of society.3
In daily life, we are exposed to many positive and negative
events, continuously modulating our stress response. The
stress response is a complex psychophysiological process,
which makes us capable of responding efficiently to stressors.4
Shifts in the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA axis)
induce changes in cortisol levels, which normally leads to a
broad range of adaptive physiological reactions, including alterations in metabolic and immunological processes and brain
functions. Prolonged stress causing long-term rises in cortisol
levels can lead to cortisol resistance and associated inflammation, predisposing to numerous serious diseases, including
cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, and depression,3,5,6 as
well as dysregulation of the HPA axis.5,7 The negative effect
of long-term rise of high cortisol levels on brain functions involve cognition, sleep, and memory.8 This is partly due to increased reactivity in the amygdala,9 altered synaptic plasticity
and inhibition of neurogenesis in the hippocampus.10
As long-term stress can lead to many adverse events, including altered brain function and predisposition to numerous
diseases, it is essential to find effective ways to promote mental health and thus reduce stress. The program “Mindfulness-
Based Stress Reduction” (MBSR) developed by Jon
Kabat-Zinn in the late 1970s11 has received growing interest.
The MBSR program has scientifically documented effects on
symptoms of anxiety,12 depression (in terms of Mindfulness
Based Cognitive Therapy),13,14 stress,6 and quality of life.11

Furthermore, the program has demonstrated positive effects
on immune function15 and chronic pain.16 Practicing mindfulness has additionally been found to induce functional and
structural changes in areas related to stress regulation, including hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala.17–21
MBSR is informed by theories and practices from contemplative traditions, science, medicine, psychology, and
education. Participants develop a new relationship with experience characterized by present moment focus. Mindfulness
is described through systematic mental training that develops meta-
awareness (self-
awareness), an ability to effectively modulate own behavior (self-
regulation), and a
positive relationship between self and others that transcends
self-
focused needs and increases prosocial characteristics
(self-transcendence).22 This is reflected in Jon Kabat Zinn’s
operational definition of mindfulness “…the awareness arising through paying attention on purpose in the present moment, non-judgmentally, in the service of self-understanding,
wisdom, and compassion.”23
Thus, applying and practicing mindfulness in daily life
is thought to cultivate enhanced self-regulation and resilience.24,25 The beneficial effects of MBSR are also correlated
by positive effects on various physiological markers of stress,
including heart rate variability.26
Less studied as a marker of stress and resilience is the steroid hormone dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), which is primarily released from the adrenal gland after stimulation with
adrenocortico-trophic hormone and subsequently sulfated to
its dehydroepiandrosteron-
sulphat derivate (DHEAS).27,28
DHEA and DHEAS (DHEA[S]) levels vary during life,
peaking in the 20s and subsequently decreasing with increasing age.28 There is evidence that DHEAS decreases in people
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who suffer from stress.29 DHEA(S) has been shown to counteract several of the negative effects of cortisol by modulating the immune system, protecting against neurotoxicity and
inducing neurogenesis in parts of the brain including the hippocampus.28,30 DHEA(S) assert the effects in various ways,
partly by modulating neuronal receptor activity31 and by
antagonizing the glucocorticoid suppression of lymphocyte
proliferation.32 The hypothesis is that DHEA(S) protect the
brain and body from the adverse events caused by high cortisol levels, and high levels of DHEA(S) are thus an advantage
during long-term stress.27
Only few studies have investigated the role of DHEA(S) as
a potential mediator of health improvements associated with
MBSR training. This study explores the possibility that the
production and secretion of DHEA(S) can be stimulated by
MBSR training in people who suffer from long-term stress.
DHEAS is more abundant than DHEA in the circulation, it
undergoes less diurnal variation and has a longer half-life.33
Thus, in this study, we used DHEAS plasma levels as an outcome measure. The objective was to test the hypothesis that
MBSR training can modulate DHEAS. We compared pre-
post changes in DHEAS in participants randomized to (1)
MBSR, (2) TAU (a local stress reduction program [LSR]),
and (3) a waiting list control group.

ME T H O D S
Design
This study is based on data from a three-armed randomized
controlled pilot trial (RCT) on the effectiveness of different
interventions on self-reported stress. The primary objective
was to investigate the feasibility of examining the effects
of MBSR compared to an LSR and a waiting list control
group in a real-life setting—a municipal health care center
in Denmark. We found it was feasible to conduct a valid
RCT assessing the effect of stress reduction interventions in
a real-life municipal health care setting among adults with a
clear need for stress reduction interventions based on scores
on mental health.34 In the feasibility paper, we reported proposed effects on self-
reported measures. As explanations
on hypotheses about relationships between mental health
promoting interventions and biological markers, such as
DHEAS, are more complex, we have chosen to report the
proposed effect on DHEAS in this separate paper.
The study included 71 participants with self-
reported
stress, who had individually contacted the Aarhus Municipal
Health Care Center for this reason. A member from the project team contacted individuals who met the inclusion criteria and provided information about the project. They also
received detailed written information about the project via
e-mail. At the appointment for baseline measurements, a
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member of the project team also verbally informed the individuals about the project. All attendants at the appointment
for baseline measurements agreed to participate and provided written consent. After participants were enrolled in the
trial, baseline measurements were collected, including blood
sampling to quantify (e.g., DHEAS in plasma). This was repeated at the follow-up visit at 12 weeks. Blood samples were
collected by professional medical laboratory technicians at
Aarhus University Hospital (AUH), Denmark. Participants
were randomized and allocated to the three trial-arm groups:
(1) an MBSR program (2) an LSR, (3) a waiting list (control
group). The process of randomization, study design, and interventions are described in detail in the feasibility paper.34

Interventions
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction
The manualized 8-week MBSR program consists of one 90-
min weekly session and one 7-h silent retreat between weeks
6 and 7. The MBSR program is an intensive course in mindfulness meditation and includes teaching about, for example,
perception, stress, and communication as well as dialogues.
Daily homework consists of 45 min of guided formal mindful
yoga and meditation practice and informal practicing being
mindful in daily life.11 For a more detailed description see
Juul et al.34 The MBSR program was conducted in groups
of ~ 30 participants and taught by a trained MBSR teacher
from the Danish Center of Mindfulness, Aarhus University,
Denmark; the teacher was not part of the research team.

Local Stress Reduction Program
The LSR program is aimed at stress reduction, developed and
taught by a local psychologist employed in Aarhus Municipality.
The program is based on acceptance and commitment therapy,
which has a deeper focus on the cognitive-behavioral component compared to MBSR. The LSR program is structured
similarly to MBSR, with one weekly 90-min group session and
45 min of daily homework between sessions comprising different mindfulness exercises and implementation of self-care
activities. The group size was ~ 12 participants. Before the first
group session, participants were offered an individual consultation with the psychologist. For a more detailed week-to-week
description of the program see Juul et al.34

Waiting list
Participants in the waiting list control group were offered
LSR or MBSR after data collection at the 12-week follow-up.
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To imitate a real-life setting, participants were not given any
restrictions in regard to seek help or participate in stress interventions. During the study period, some participants in all
three groups participated in other/additional stress interventions. For details see Juul et al.34

Outcome
Clinical measures: Blood samples
To evaluate the effects on DHEAS, individual blood samples
were collected at baseline and postintervention; at 12-week
follow-up at AUH. All blood samples were processed and
analyzed at the Department of Biochemistry, AUH, centrifuged, pipetted, and subsequently analyzed using high performance liquid chromatography followed by tandem mass
spectroscopy to quantify the amount of DHEAS (µmol/L) in
the blood.35

Data analysis
We estimated the effects on DHEAS (µmol /L) comparing change in DHEAS level in the three groups with 95%
confidence intervals (95% CIs) and p values. Effect was
estimated using linear regression models adjusting for
gender, age, educational level, history of mental illness,
body mass index, systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
perceived stress score, and DHEAS level at baseline. In
addition, we analyzed characteristics of participants lost to
follow-up using the χ2 test. A sensitivity analysis was performed because a greater loss to follow-up was observed
in the MBSR group compared with the LSR and waiting
list control groups. This analysis was conducted using linear regression models adjusting for the same variables as
above. In the sensitivity analysis, we compared the effect
on DHEAS levels in the three groups, where changes in
DHEAS levels from baseline to follow-up were set to equal
zero for participants missing follow-up measurements. All
analyzes were performed in STATA 16.

Ethics approval and consent to participate
The study was conducted according to the Helsinki
Declaration.36 It was registered at ClincalTrials.gov
(identifier: NCT03663244) and approved by the Central
Denmark Region Committee of Health Research Ethics
(j.no. 1-
10-
72-
182-
17) and the Danish Data Protection
Agency (j.no: 2015-57-0098). All participants were informed verbally and in writing and signed an informed
consent form.
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RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1 and
described in detail elsewhere.34

Loss to follow-up
In the present study, nine participants in the MBSR group
were lost to follow-up (missing blood samples at either baseline or follow-up, or both); loss to follow-up was five in the
LSR group and four in the waiting list group. A total of 15
participants in the MBSR group, 18 participants in the LSR
group, and 20 participants in the waiting list group completed
all outcome measures (Figure 1).
Missing outcome measures were only statistically significantly associated with not completing the allocated intervention; however, we found that there were no particular
characteristics for participants who completed less than five
sessions. There was a tendency though that fewer of these
participants were on sick leave (p = 0.07).34
A mean minor difference in age was seen between the group
with missing outcomes compared to those who completed all
outcome measures, although not statistically significant.

Effect on outcome
Table 2 shows results on differences in change in DHEAS
(µmol/L) from baseline to 12-week follow-up between the
MBSR group and the LSR and the waiting list group, respectively. Table 3 shows results of a sensitivity analysis. In this
analysis, change in DHEAS levels from baseline to followup was set to equal zero for participants with missing followup measurements.

DISCUSSION
Main findings
The present study indicates an effect of the MBSR program
on DHEAS. First, we evaluated the effect on DHEAS in
MBSR compared with a waiting list group and found a statistically significant mean effect of 0.70 µmol/L (95% CI =
0.18–1.22) higher DHEAS in the MBSR group (Table 2). In
addition, Juul et al.34 found that the MBSR group had statistically significant better subjective outcomes on well-being
and resilience measured by validated questionnaires (WHO-5
and Brief Resilience Scale) compared with a waiting list
group. Our findings could thus be interpreted as a possible
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T A B L E 1 Characteristics of 71 participants included in a three-armed pilot RCT among individuals seeking help due to stress in a Danish
municipal health care center, 2018 from Juul et al.34
MBSR (n = 24)

LSR (n = 23)

Waiting list (n = 24)

Gender, female (%)

11 (46)

16 (70)

15 (63)

Age, median (q1, q3)

46 (36, 51)

41 (29, 49)

45 (41, 52)

≤11 years

2 (8)

1 (4)

0

>11 to <16 years

6 (25)

10 (43)

10 (42)

≥16 years

16 (67)

12 (52)

14 (58)

Living alone (%)

5 (21)

4 (17)

5 (21)

Living with parents (%)

0

1 (4)

0

Living with a partner, no children (%)

9 (38)

7 (30)

9 (38)

Living with a partner and children/adolescents (%)

6 (25)

3 (13)

6 (25)

Living with children/adolescents, no partner (%)

2 (8)

4 (17)

2 (8)

Living with other adults (%)

2 (8)

4 (17)

2 (8)

Employed (%)

17 (71) (9 (53%) sick leave)

15 (65) (8(53%) sick leave)

16 (67) (13 (81%) sick
leave)

Unemployed (%)

3 (13)

5 (22)

5 (21)

Sick leave >3 months (%)

2 (8)

2 (9)

2 (8)

Other

2 (8)

1 (4)

1 (4)

Asthma

0/3 (13)

3 (13)/1(4)

1 (1)/1(1)

Diabetes

0/0

1 (4)/0

0/0

Hypertension

3 (13)/1 (4)

3 (13) /3 (13)

3 (13)/3 (13)

Myocardial infarction

0/0

0/0

0/0

Angina pectoris

0/2 (8)

0/0

0/0

Stroke

0/0

0/0

0/0

COLD

0 /1 (4)

1 (5)/0

0/0

Osteoarthritis

5 (21)/0

2 (9)/0

1 (4)/1 (4)

Rheumatoid arthritis

2/(8)/0

1 (4)/0

0/1 (4)

Osteoporosis

3 (13)/0

0/0

0/0

Prolapse

5 (21)/1 (4)

1 (5)/2 (9)

1 (4)/2 (8)

Cancer

0 /1 (4)

0/0

0/0

Migraine

7 (29)/2 (8)

4 (17)/8 (35)

6 (25)/4 (17)

Mental disorder ≤6 months

5 (21)/3 (13)

2 (9)/1 (4)

2 (9) /1 (4)

Mental disorder >6 months

4 (17)/1 (4)

4 (18)/0

2 (8) /4 (17)

24.6 (5.6)

24.9 (5.6)

26.6 (4.6)

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg, mean (SD)

127.1 (15.1)

125.7 (18.9)

123.4 (17.0)

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg, mean (SD)

82.6 (9.9)

80.7 (13.1)

81.6 (11.6)

Weight, kg, median (q1, q3)

79.0 (70.0, 92.0)

75.0 (64.0, 92.0)

68.5 (63.5, 84.0)

Education (%)

Employment status

Disease, present/earlier (%)

Self-reported mental health
Perceived Stress Scale, mean (SD)
Clinical measurements

2

BMI, kg/m ≥25 (%)

18 (75)

14 (61)

9 (39)

Waist circumference, cm, median (q1, q3)

95.5 (90.5, 106.5)

94.0 (87.0, 105.0)

92.0 (80.5, 99.0)

DHEAS µmol/L mean (SD)

3.17 (2.25)

2.79 (1.38)

3.45 (1.81)

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; MBSR, Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction; LSR, locally developed stress reduction intervention; CI, confidence
interval; q, quartile; BMI, body mass index; DHEAS, dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate.
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F I G U R E 1 Flow chart showing loss to follow-up in a three-armed randomized controlled pilot study comparing effects of different stress
interventions on the steroid hormone dehydroepiandosteron (DHEAS) levels in a real life setting in a municipal health care center in Denmark,
2018. LSR, local stress reduction program

biological marker and even a possible objective measure for
improved mental health. When compared to an active control
(the LSR group), we found similar results with a mean effect
of 0.54 µmol/L (95% CI= 0.04–1.05) higher DHEAS in the
MBSR group (Table 2).

Comparison with existing literature
To our knowledge, only two previous studies have examined the association between DHEAS levels and the MBSR

program. Carlson et al.33 investigated the changes in DHEAS
during participation in the MBSR program in people with
breast and prostate cancer. They did not find any statistically significant change between baseline and post intervention. An effect could possibly have been observed if they had
compared with a control group; thus, this study is not directly
comparable with our findings.
Robinson37 examined the effect of MBSR in a group of people with HIV and compared changes in DHEAS in the MBSR
intervention with a control group, respectively. No effect of
MBSR compared to the control group was observed. It should
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Mean change and effect on DHEAS levels (µmol/L) from baseline to 12-week follow-up in the three groups

Baseline, mean (µmol/L)
(SD)

12-week follow-up, mean (µmol/L)
(SD)

Mean change (95%CI) from
baseline to 12-week follow-up

Mean effect (µmol/L) of MBSRa
(95%CI), p value

Waiting-list (n = 24):
3.45 (1.81)

Waiting-list (n = 20):
3.04 (1.57)

Waiting-list (n = 20):
−0.20 (−0.50 to 0.10)

REF

MBSR (n = 22):
3.17 (2.25)

MBSR (n = 15):
3.34 (1.70)

MBSR (n = 15):
0.19 (−0.25 to 0.64)

0.70 (0.18 to 1.22), 0.01

LSR (n = 22):
2.79 (1.38)

LSR (n = 19):
2.64 (1.50)

LSR (n = 18):
−0.18 (−0.47 to 0.12)

REF

MBSR (n = 22):
3.17 (2.25)

MBSR (n = 15):
3.34 (1.70)

MBSR (n = 15):
0.19 (−0.25 to 0.64)

0.54 (0.04 to 1.05), 0.04

Note: Includes participants with completion of outcome measures collected both at baseline and follow-up.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; DHEAS, dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate; MBSR, Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction; LSR, locally developed stress
reduction program; CI, confidence interval.
a

Adjusted for gender, age, educational level, history of mental disease BMI, systolic-and diastolic blood pressure, DHEAS level and perceived stress score at baseline.

T A B L E 3 Sensitivity analysis: Effects in DHEAS levels (µmol/L)
comparing the three groups when taken into account loss to follow-up
Mean effect of MBSR (µmol/L)a
(95% CI), p value
MBSR (n = 22) vs. wait-list
(n = 24)

0.45 (0.05 to 0.84), 0.03

MBSR (n = 22) vs. LSR
(n = 23):

0.37 (−0.02 to 0.76), 0.06

Note: In this analysis, change in DHEAS levels from baseline to follow-up was
set to equal zero, for participants with missing follow-up measurements.
Abbreviations: DHEASl; dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate; MBSR, Mindfulness
Based Stress Reduction; LSR, locally developed stress reduction program, CI,
confidence interval.

a
Adjusted for gender, age, educational level, history of mental disease BMI,
systolic-and diastolic blood pressure, DHEAS level and perceived stress score
at baseline.

be noted that only half of the participants in the intervention
group completed the MBSR program and these participants differed substantially from those who completed the program having higher cortisol levels and lower viral loads at baseline. This
causes some uncertainty concerning the validity of the results.
Schultchen et al.38 used an 8-week body scan program inspired by the MBSR program and compared it to an active
control group asked to listen to an audiobook every day for
the same amount of time. The study population was a nonclinical population. Equally positive changes were observed
in both groups.
A few studies examined associations between DHEAS
and interventions similar to MBSR, including yoga, meditation, and mindfulness. Several of these studies point in the
same direction as findings in the present study. Bisht et al.39
found significantly increased DHEAS levels before and after
a 12-week yoga-based lifestyle intervention in parents of kids
with retinoblastoma; the same intervention found positive effects on participants’ psychological stress levels. Manzaneque
et al.40 examined changes in DHEAS levels in individuals with

anxiety and depression before and after a 2-month mindfulness meditation program; they also found statistically significantly increased DHEA(S) levels. However, both studies
lacked a control group. Chatterjee et al.41 examined a yogic
training program in healthy individuals and compared changes
in DHEAS levels between an intervention and a control group,
respectively; this study found a statistically significant effect of
the yogic training program on DHEAS levels.
A few other studies point in a different direction and do
not support present findings. Argerwal et al.42 found no effect
on DHEAS levels of yoga/meditation compared with a control group in patients with HIV who used crack cocaine. Vera
et al.43 studied the effect on DHEAS levels of long-term yoga
practicing in healthy individuals and found no effect. Kim
et al.44 examined individuals suffering from post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) and found no significant changes in
DHEA(S) levels after intervention with mindfulness-based
stretching despite significant improvement of PTSD symptoms and cortisol levels.
Existing literature points in different directions regarding
a possible association among yoga, meditation, and mindfulness and DHEAS levels. However, we found that most studies support findings from the present study, suggesting that
mindfulness, yoga, and meditation may have a positive effect
on DHEAS levels.
We notice that in many of the studies not corroborating
our findings, the participants were suffering from disease
(HIV and cancer) or mental illness like PTSD. The reason
for this is unclear, but could be explained by a different or
more complex endocrine dysregulation in individuals suffering from these diseases. For instance, patients with HIV
have been reported to have affected androgen levels, including altered DHEA(S) levels, depending on the stage of HIV
disease.45 Moreover, in the studies described above, interventions were not fully comparable to those in our study.
Therefore, although interventions were similar (meditation,
yoga, and mindfulness-based), the differences still constitute
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a potentially important limitation compared with our study.
Replication studies examining the effects of MBSR on
DHEA(S) levels are needed to promote mental health and
understand underlying biological mechanisms.

Strengths and limitation
A strength of the present study is the RCT design. However,
the study design also has limitations because the RCT was
originally conducted as a pilot study with a different primary
outcome. It was conducted in a real-life setting in individuals with self-reported stress in a municipal health care center
in Denmark in order to evaluate effectiveness. Effectiveness
trials with broad inclusion criteria are not the optimal design
to investigate biomarkers. Changes in DHEA(S) levels have
been associated with different disease states and some medication use.28,45,46 We lacked information on medication and
nutritional supplement use and had only self-reported information on diseases. The occurrence of self-reported chronic
diseases was not high in this study population. However, to
limit the risk of these factors as confounders in a future study,
we find it important to use an efficacy trial design with strict
inclusion criteria. Furthermore, the exact time of the day for
collection of blood samples was not documented, although
all samples were collected during the daytime. Some reports
suggest diurnal variation of DHEAS, whereas others report
this as being limited.33,47,48 Therefore, it is relevant to collect
samples at the same time, in a future study, to eliminate this
as possible bias.
The small sample size given the pilot design constitutes a statistical uncertainty. Despite this, we found a significant effect of
the MBSR course on DHEAS compared with the other groups.
We experienced a greater loss to follow-up in the MBSR
group compared to the other groups. To accommodate this, we
conducted a sensitivity analysis. Changes in DHEAS levels
were set to equal zero for blood samples of participants lost to
follow-up, attempting to eliminate a possible overestimation
of effects on DHEAS levels caused by the loss to follow-up.
We found the effect on DHEAS levels was still statistically significantly higher in the MBSR group compared
with the waiting list group (Table 3). On the contrary, the
effect on DHEAS were no longer statistically significantly
higher in the MBSR group compared with the LSR group.
However, the effect still tended to be higher with a mean
effect of 0.37 µmol/L (95% CI = −0.02 to 0.76) higher
DHEAS for MBSR compared with LSR (Table 3). In Juul
et al.,34 results showed greater improvement in all mental
outcomes of MBSR compared with LSR, although the results were not statistically significant. It seems that the difference in effect on mental health was not as pronounced
between MBSR and LSR. This could explain why changes
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in DHEAS did not differ quite as much as when comparing MBSR with the waiting list group. The loss to follow-up
in the MBSR group is a limitation of the present study, although we consider it unlikely to cause bias. It is very doubtful that the loss to follow-up is associated with both the
outcome measure (DHEAS) and the allocated intervention
group. Juul et al.34 observed that participants in the MBSR
group had better psychological outcome, but there was not
a differentiated loss to the questionnaire competition rate
at follow-up. It should also be added that no characteristics
were found for the participants who completed less than five
sessions of their allocated intervention, which makes it unlikely that these participants would differ regarding DHEAS
from those who completed the intervention.
We used the Department of Biochemistry at AUH to conduct our outcome analyses, and the staff who collected and
analyzed outcome measures were thus blinded to the study.
The participants were not blinded to the intervention they
received. However, the outcome was a blood sample, which
reduces the risk of information bias.
Altogether, our trial has strengths and limitations. The
limitations entail some uncertainty, which underlines that
our findings should be regarded as hypothesis generating and
not evidence-bearing. We find it relevant to conduct clinical
trials with larger study samples, including a more selected
group to limit risk of confounding.

CONCLUSION
We found a statistically significant effect of the MBSR program on DHEAS compared with the waiting list group and
LSR group in citizens with self-reported stress. Still, relatively few studies have addressed the association between
DHEAS and the MBSR program or other similar interventions, such as mindfulness, yoga, and meditation. However,
many of these have observed an association between the interventions and positive effects on DHEAS. We consider it
likely that MBSR may affect DHEAS, although this study
can only be considered as hypothesis generating.
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